
What’s Included?

Class Size: 6 students max 
Times: Refer to course schedule
Price: Refer to our website for 
current course and package
pricing.

• Certi�cate of completion
• PDF course reference guide
• Membership of our support group

Who Should do This Course?

Course prerequisites

About the Course
This interactive course is delivered live in the virtual classroom and condensed to 

include our most popular content. Suitable for people who want to use Excel to 

perform calculations using a variety of common worksheet functions, �lter, sort 

and summarise database lists, format and modify charts, link sheets, produce 

basic pivot table reports and conditionally format cells.

This course is designed for users who wish to extend their skills beyond the basics 

quickly. Upon completion of the course, users should be able to use advanced 

techniques to manage manipulate and analyse complex data.

Participants will need to have attended or be familiar with the topics covered 

in the Microsoft Excel Introduction course.

Duration ½ Day
Working with Multiple Sheets 

Copy and paste across sheets

Copy an entire sheet

Calculating across worksheets

Grouping sheets
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Content



Charts
Selecting data to chart

Di�erent chart types

Switching columns/rows

Adding titles and data labels

Using chart layouts

Plotting a secondary axis

Range names 
Bene�ts of using named ranges

Navigating with names

Using names in formulas

Functions and formulas 
The COUNTIF function

The SUMIF function

The IF function

Date functions and sequences

Conditional formatting
Conditional formatting from cell content

Conditional formatting styles

Working with Lists 
Freeze Panes

Sorting and �ltering

Subtotalling a list

PivotTables

Protection

Create a pivot table report

Rearranging data

Applying �lters and slicers

Adding �elds

Modify �eld settings

Refreshing and rede�ning data

Formatting a PivotTable

Creating a PivotChart

Protecting worksheets

Protecting cells

Protecting structure
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